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PSYCHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC
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'CONSCIOUSNESS'

METHODS

EXIST?

'THOUGHTS'
and 'things' are names for two sorts of object,
which common sense will always find contrastedand will
always practicallyoppose to each other. Philosophy,reflectingon
the contrast,has varied in the past in her explanationsof it, and
may be expectedto vary in the future. At first,'spirit and matter,'
'soul and body,' stood for a pair of equipollentsubstancesquite on
a par in weightand interest. But one day Kant underminedthe
soul and broughtin the transcendentalego, and ever since then the
bipolar relationhas been very much of its balance. The transcendental ego seems nowadays in rationalistquartersto stand for everything,in empiricistquarters for almost nothing. In the hands of
such writers as Schuppe, Rehmke, Natorp, Miinsterberg-at any
rate in his earlier writings,Schubert-Soldernand others,the spiritual principle attenuates itself to a thoroughlyghostly condition,
being only a name for the fact that the 'content' of experience
is known. It loses personal formand activity-these passing over
to the content-and becomes a bare Bewusstheit or Bewusstsein
iberhaupt,of whichin its own rightabsolutelynothingcan be said.
I believe that 'consciousness,'when once it has evaporated to
this estate of pure diaphaneity,is on the point of disappearingaltogether. It is the name of a nonentity,and has no rightto a place
among firstprinciples. Those who still cling to it are clingingto
a mere echo,the faint rumorleft behindby the disappearing'soul'
upon the air of philosophy. During the past year, I have read a
numberof articleswhose authorsseemed just on the point of abanand substitutingfor it that of
doning the notion of consciousness,1
an absolute experiencenot due to two factors. But theywere not
quite radical enough,not quite daring enough in their negations.
For twenty years past I have mistrusted'consciousness' as an
entity;for seven or eight years past I have suggestedits non-existence to my students,and tried to give themits pragmaticequivalent
1Articles by Baldwin, Ward, Bawden, King, Alexander and others.
Perry is frankly over the border.
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in realitiesof experience. It seemsto me that the hour is ripe forit
to be openly and universallydiscarded.
To deny plumply that 'consciousness'exists seems so absurd on
the face of it-for undeniably'thoughts' do exist-that I fear some
readerswill followme no farther. Let me thenimmediatelyexplain
that I mean only to deny that the word stands for an entity,but to
insistmostemphaticallythat it does stand for a function. There is,
I mean, no aboriginalstuffor quality of being,contrastedwith that
of which material objects are made, out of which our thoughtsof
themare made; but thereis a functionin experiencewhichthoughts
perform,and for the performanceof which this quality of being is
invoked. That functionis knowing. 'Consciousness' is supposed
necessaryto explain the fact that thingsnot only are, but get reported,are known. Whoever blots out the notion of consciousness
fromhis list of firstprinciplesmust still provide in some way for
that function'sbeing carried on.

My thesis is that if we start with the suppositionthat there is
only one primal stuffor material in the world, a stuffof which
everythingis composed,and if we call that stuff'pure experience,'
thenknowingcan easily be explained as a particularsort of relation
towards one another into which portions of pure experiencemay
enter. The relationitself is a part of pure experience; one of its
'terms' becomesthe subject or bearer of the knowledge,the knower,2
the otherbecomesthe object known. This will need much explanation beforeit can be understood. The best way to get it understood
is to contrastit withthe alternativeview; and for that we may take
the recentestalternative,thatin whichthe evaporationof the definite
soul-substancehas proceededas far as it can go withoutbeing yet
complete. If neo-Kantismhas expelled earlierformsof dualism,we
shall have expelled all formsif we are able to expel neo-Kantismin
its turn.
For the thinkersI call neo-Kantian,the word consciousnesstoday does no more than signalize the fact that experienceis indefeasiblydualisticin structure. It meansthat not subject,not object,
but object-plus-subjectis the minimumthat can actually be. The
subject-objectdistinctionmeanwhileis entirelydifferentfromthat
betweenmind and matter,fromthat betweenbody and soul. Souls
weredetachable,had separatedestinies;thingscould happen to them.
To consciousnessas such nothingcan happen, for,timelessitself,it
2In my 'Psychology' I have tried to show that we need no knower other
than the 'passing thought.'
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is only a witnessof happeningsin time,in which it plays no part.
It is, in a word,but the logical correlativeof 'content' in an Experience of which the peculiarityis that fact comes to light in it, that
awarenessof contenttakes place. Consciousnessas such is entirely
impersonal-'self' and its activitiesbelong to the content. To say
that I am self-conscious,
or consciousof puttingforthvolition,means
that
certain contents,for which 'self' and 'effortof will' are
only
the names,are not withoutwitnessas theyoccur.
Thus, forthesebelated drinkersat the Kantian spring,we should
have to admit consciousnessas an 'epistemological'necessity,even
if we had no directevidenceof its being there.
But in addition to this,we are supposed by almost every one to
have an immediateconsciousnessof consciousnessitself. When the
world of outer fact ceases to be materiallypresent,and we merely
recall it in memory,or fancyit, the consciousnessis believedto stand
out and to be feltas a kind of impalpableinnerflowing,which,once
knownin this sort of experience,may equally be detectedin presentations of the outer world. "The momentwe try to fix our attention upon consciousnessand to see what, distinctly,it is," says a
recentwriter,"it seems to vanish. It seemsas if we had beforeus
a mereemptiness. When we tryto introspectthe sensationof blue,
all we can see is theblue; theotherelementis as if it werediaphanous.
Yet it can be distinguished,if we look attentivelyenough,and know
that there is somethingto look for."3 "Consciousness" (Bewusstheit), says anotherphilosopher,"is inexplicableand hardly describable, yet all consciousexperienceshave this in commonthat what
we call theircontenthas thispeculiar referenceto a centerforwhich
'self' is the name, in virtue of which referencealone the contentis
subjectivelygiven,or appears. .. . While in this way consciousness,
or referenceto a self, is the only thing which distinguishesa conscious contentfromany sort of being that mightbe therewith no
one consciousof it, yet this only groundof the distinctiondefiesall
closer explanations. The existenceof consciousness,althoughit is
the fundamentalfact of psychology,can indeed be laid down as
certain,can be broughtout by analysis,but can neitherbe defined
nor deduced fromanythingbut itself."4
'Can be broughtout by analysis,' this author says. This supposes that the consciousnessis one element,moment,factor-call
it what you like-of an experience of essentiallydualistic inner
fromwhich,if you abstractthe content,the consciousconstitution,
ness will remain revealed to its own eye. Experience,at this rate,
would be much like a paint of which the world pictureswere made.
3G. E. Moore: Mind, Vol. XII., N. S., p. 450.
'Paul Natorp: 'Einleitung in die Psychologie,' 1888, pp. 14, 112.
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Paint has a dual constitution,involving,as it does, a menstruum5
(oil, size or what not) and a mass of contentin the formof pigment
suspendedtherein. We can get the pure menstruumby lettingthe
pigmentsettle,and the pure pigmentby pouring offthe size or oil.
We operatehere by physicalsubtraction;and the usual view is, that
by mentalsubtractionwe can separate the two factorsof experience
in an analogous way-not isolatingthementirely,but distinguishing
them enoughto know that they are two.
II
Now my contentionis exactly the reverseof this. Experience,
I believe,has no such inner duplicity; and the separationof it into
consciousnessand contentcomes,not by way of subtraction,but by
way of addition-the addition,to a givenconcretepiece of it, of other
sets of experiences,in connectionwith which severally its use or
functionmay be of two differentkinds. The paint will also serve
here as an illustration. In a pot in a paint-shop,along with other
paints, it servesin its entiretyas so much saleable matter. Spread
on a canvas, with otherpaints around it, it represents,on the contrary, a feature in a picture and performsa spiritual function.
Just so, I maintain,does a given undivided portion of experience,
taken in one contextof associates,play the part of a knower,of a
state of mind, of 'consciousness'; while in a differentcontextthe
same undivided bit of experienceplays the part of a thing known,
of an objective 'content.' In a word, in one group it figuresas a
thought,in anothergroup as a thing. And, since it can figurein
both groups simultaneouslywe have every right to speak of it as
subjective and objective both at once. The dualism connotedby
such double-barrelledtermsas 'experience,' 'phenomenon,''datum,'
'Vorfindung'-terms which, in philosophyat any rate, tend more
and more to replace the single-barrelledterms of 'thought' and
'thing'-that dualism, I say, is still preservedin this account,but
reinterpreted,so that, instead of being mysteriousand elusive, it
becomesverifiableand concrete. It is an affairof relations,it falls
outside,not inside,the single experienceconsidered,and can always
be particularizedand defined.
The enteringwedge forthis more concreteway of understanding
the dualism was fashionedby Locke when he made the word 'idea'
for thingand thought,and by Berkeleywhen he
stand indifferently
said that what commonsense means by realitiesis exactlywhat the
5" Figuratively speaking, consciousness may be said to be the one universal solvent or menstruum, in which the differentkinds of psychic acts
and facts are contained, whether in concealed or in obvious form." G. T.
Ladd: 'Psychology, Descriptive and Explanatory,' 1894, p. 30.
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philosophermeans by ideas. NeitherLocke nor Berkeley thought
his truthout into perfectclearness,but it seemsto me that the conceptionI am defendingdoes little more than consistentlycarry out
the 'pragmatic' methodwhich they were the firstto use.
If the reader will take his own experiences,he will see what I
mean. Let him begin with a perceptual experience,the 'presentation,' so called, of a physical object, his actual field of vision, the
room he sits in, with the book he is reading as its center; and let
himforthepresenttreatthiscomplexobjectin the common-sense
way
as being 'really' what it seemsto be, namely,a collectionof physical
things cut out from an environingworld of otherphysical things
with which these physical thingshave actual or potentialrelations.
Now at the same time it is just those self-samethings which his
mind,as we say, perceives; and the whole philosophyof perception
fromDemocritus'stime downwardshas been just one long wrangle
over the paradox that what is evidentlyone realityshould be in two
places at once,bothin outerspace and in a person's mind. 'Representative' theoriesof perceptionavoid the logical paradox, but on
the otherhand they violate the reader's sense of life, which knows
no interveningmentalimage but seemsto see the roomand the book
immediatelyjust as they physicallyexist.
The puzzle of how the one identical room can be in two places
is at bottomjust the puzzle of how one identical point can be on
two lines. It can, if it be situated at their intersection;and similarly,if the 'pure experience'of the roomwere a place of intersection of two processes,which connectedit with differentgroups of
associates respectively,it could be countedtwice over, as belonging
to eithergroup,and spoken of looselyas existingin two places, althoughit would remainall the time a numericallysingle thing.
Well, the experienceis a memberof diverse processesthat can
be followedaway from it along entirelydifferentlines. The one
self-identicalthing has so many relationsto the rest of experience
that you can take it in disparate systemsof association,and treat it
as belongingwith opposite contexts. In one of these contextsit is
your 'field of consciousness';in another,it is 'the roomin whichyou
sit,' and it entersbothcontextsin its wholeness,givingno pretextfor
being said to attach itself to consciousnessby one of its parts or
aspects, and to outer realityby another. What are the two procsimultaneouslyentersin
esses, now, into which the room-experience
thisway?
One of themis the reader's personal biography,the otheris the
historyof the house of which the room is part. The presentation,
the experience,the that in short (for until we have decided what it
is it must be a mere that) is the last termof a train of sensations,
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emotions,decisions,movements,
classifications,
expectations,etc.,endin
the
first
of
of similar 'inner'
the
term
a
series
and
ing
present,
on
into
the
the
reader's
operationsextending
future,
part. On the
otherhand, the verysame that is the terminusad quem of a lot of
previous physical operations, carpentering,papering, furnishing,
warming,etc., and the terminusa quo of a lot of future ones, in
whichit will be concernedwhenundergoingthe destinyof a physical
room. The physical and the mental operationsform curiouslyincompatiblegroups. As a room,the experiencehas occupied that
spot and had that environmentfor thirtyyears. As your fieldof
consciousnessit may never have existeduntil now. As a room,attentionwill go on to discover endless new details in it. As your
mentalstate merely,fewnew ones will emergeunder attention'seye.
As a room,it will take an earthquake,or a gang of men,and in any
case a certain amount of time, to destroyit. As your subjective
state, the closing of your eyes, or any instantaneousplay of your
fancywill suffice. In the real world,firewill consumeit. In your
mind,you can let fireplay over it withouteffect. As an outer object, you mustpay so mucha monthto inhabitit. As an innercontent, you may occupy it for any length of time rent-free. If, in
short,you follow it in the mental direction,taking it along with
events of personal biographysolely, all sorts of thingsare true of
it which are false, and false of it which are true if you treat it as
a real thing experienced,follow it in the physical direction,and
relate it to associatesin the outerworld.
III
So far, all seems plain sailing,but my thesis will piobably grow
less plausible to the reader when I pass frompercepts to concepts,
or from the case of thingspresentedto that of things remote. I
that here also the same law holds good. If we
believe,nevertheless,
take conceptualmanifolds,or memories,or fancies,they also are in
theirfirstintentionmere bits of pure experience,and, as such, are
single thatswhichact in one contextas objects,and in anothercontextfigureas mentalstates. By takingthemin their,firstintention,
I mean ignoringtheirrelationto possibleperceptualexperienceswith
whichtheymay be connected,whichtheymay lead to and terminate
in, and which then they may be supposed to 'represent.' Taking
them in this way first,we confinethe problem to a world merely
'thought-of'and not directlyfelt or seen. This world,just like the
world of percepts,comesto us at firstas a chaos of experiences,but
lines of ordersoon get traced. We findthat any bit of it whichwe
may cut out as an exampleis connectedwith distinctgroups of asso-
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ciates, just as our perceptual experiencesare, that these associates
link themselveswith it by differentrelations,6and that one forms
the innerhistoryof a person,while the otheracts as an impersonal
'objective' world,eitherspatial and temporal,or else merelylogical
or mathematical,or otherwise'ideal.'
The firstobstacle on the part of the reader to seeing that these
non-perceptualexperienceshave objectivityas well as subjectivity
will probablybe due to the intrusioninto his mind of percepts,that
third group of associateswith which the non-perceptualexperiences
have relations,and which,as a whole,they 'represent,'standingto
them as thoughtsto things. This importantfunctionof the nonperceptualexperiencescomplicatesthe questionand confusesit; for,
so used are we to treat percepts as the sole genuine realities that,
unless we keep them out of the discussion,we tend altogetherto
overlookthe objectivitythat lies in non-perceptualexperiencesby
themselves. We treat them, 'knowing' percepts as they do, as
throughand throughsubjective,and say that they are wholly constitutedof the stuffcalled consciousness,using this termnow for a
kind of entity,after the fashionwhich I am seekingto refute.7
Abstracting,then, fromperceptsaltogether,what I maintain is,
that any singlenon-perceptualexperiencetends to get countedtwice
over,just as a perceptualexperiencedoes, figuringin one contextas
an object or fieldof objects, in anotheras a state of mind: and all
on its own part into
this withoutthe least internalself-diremption
consciousnessand content. It is all consciousnessin one taking;
and, in the other,all content.
I find this objectivityof non-perceptualexperiences,this complete parallelismin point of realitybetweenthe presentlyfelt and
the remotelythought,so well set forthin a page of Miinsterberg's
'Grundzige,' that I will quote it as it stands.
"I may only thinkof my objects," says ProfessorMiinsterberg;
"yet, in my living thoughtthey stand before me exactly as perceived objects would do, no matterhow differentthe two ways of
apprehendingthem may be in their genesis. The book here lying
on the table beforeme, and the book in the next room of which I
think and which I mean to get, are both in the same sense given
realities for me, realitieswhich I acknowledgeand of which I take
account. If you agree that the perceptual object is not an idea
"Here as elsewhere the relations are of course experienced relations, members of the same originally chaotic manifold of non-perceptual experience of
which the related terms themselves are parts.
7 Of the
representative function of non-perceptual experience as a whole,
I will say a word in a subsequent article: it leads too far into the general
theory of knowledge for much to be said about it in a short paper like this.
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withinme, but that perceptand thing,as indistinguishably
one, are
not
to
believe
that the
really experiencedthere,outside,you ought
object is hid away inside of the thinkingsubject.
merelythought-of
The object of whichI think,and of whoseexistenceI take cognizance
withoutletting it now work upon my senses, occupies its definite
place in the outerworld as much as does the object whichI directly
see."
"What is true of the here and the there,is also true of the now
and the then. I know of the thingwhich is presentand perceived,
but I know also of the thing which yesterdaywas but is no more,
and which I only remember. Both can determinemy presentconduct, both are parts of the reality of which I keep account. It is
true that of much of the past I am uncertain,just as I am uncertain
of much of what is presentif it be but dimly perceived. But the
intervalof timedoes not in principlealter my relationto the object,
does not transformit froman object knowninto a mentalstate ....
The thingsin the roomhere whichI survey,and thosein my distant
home of which I think,the things of this minute and those of my
long-vanishedboyhood,influenceand decide me alike, with a reality
which my experienceof them directlyfeels. They both make up
my real world, they make it directly,they do not have firstto be
introducedto me and mediatedby ideas which now and here arise
within me . . . This not-mecharacterof my recollectionsand expectationsdoes not imply that the externalobjects of which I am
aware in thoseexperiencesshould necessarilybe therealso for others.
The objects of dreamersand hallucinatedpersons are wholly without general validity. But even were they centaurs and golden
mountains,they still would be 'off there,' in fairy land, and not
'inside' of ourselves."s
This certainlyis the immediate,primary,naif, or practical way
of taking our thought-ofworld. Were there no perceptual world
to serve as its 'reductive,' in Taine's sense,by being 'stronger' and
more genuinely'outer' (so that the whole merelythought-ofworld
seems weak and inner in comparison), our world of thoughtwould
be the only world, and would enjoy completereality in our belief.
This actually happens in our dreams,and in our day-dreamsso long
as perceptsdo not interruptthem.
And yet, just as the seen room (to go back to our late example)
is also a fieldof consciousness,so the conceivedor recollectedroom
is also a state of mind; and the doubling-upof the experiencehas in
both cases similargrounds.
The room thought-of,namely, has many thought-ofcouplings
8'

Grundziige der Psychologie,' Vol. I., p. 48.
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with many thought-ofthings. Some of these couplings are inconstant,othersare stable. In the reader's personal historythe room
occupies a singledate-he saw it onlyonce perhaps,a year ago. Of
the house's history,on the other hand, it formsa permanentinto borrow
gredient. Some couplingshave the curious stubbornness,
of
of
others
the
show
Royce's term,
fact;
fluidity fancy-we let
themcomeand go as we please. Groupedwith the rest of its house,
with the name of its town, of its owner,builder, value, decorative
plan, the room maintainsa definitefoothold,to which,if we try to
loosen it, it tendsto return,and to reassertitselfwith for.ce.9 With
these associates,in a word, it coheres,while to other houses, other
towns,otherowners,etc.,it showsno tendencyto cohereat all. The
twocollections,firstof its cohesive,and, second,of its loose associates,
inevitablycome to be contrasted. We call the firstcollectionthe
systemof externalrealities,in the midstof whichthe room,as 'real,'
exists; the other we call the stream of our internal thinking,in
which,as a 'mental image,' it for a momentfloats.10 The room
thus again gets counted twice over. It plays two differentroles,
and the
being Gedanke and Gedachtes, the thought-of-an-object,
both in one; and all this without paradox or
object-thought-of,
mystery,just as the same materialthingmay be both low and high,
or small and great, or bad and good, because of its relations to
opposite parts of an environingworld.
As 'subjective' we say that the experiencerepresents; as 'objective' it is represented. What representsand what is represented
is herenumericallythe same; but we mustrememberthat no dualism
of being representedand representingresides in the experience
per se. In its pure state,or when isolated,thereis no self-splitting
of it into consciousnessand what the consciousnessis 'of.' Its subjectivity and objectivityare functional attributessolely, realized
only when the experienceis 'taken,' i. e., talked-of,twice,considered
along with its two differingcontextsrespectively,by a new retrospectiveexperience,of whichthatwholepast complicationnow forms
the freshcontent.
The instant field of the presentis at all times what I call the
'pure' experience. It is only virtuallyor potentiallyeitherobject
or subject as yet. For the time being,it is plain, unqualifiedactuality or existence,a simple that. In this naif immediacyit is of
9Cf. A. L. Hodder: 'The Adversaries of the
Skeptic,' N. Y., 1899, pp. 94-99.
10For
simplicity's sake I confine my exposition to 'external' reality.
But there is also the system of ideal reality in which the room plays its part.
Relations of comparison, of classification, serial order, value, also are stubborn,
assign a definiteplace to the room, unlike the incoherence of its places in the
mere rhapsody of our successive thoughts.
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course valid; it is there,we act upon it; and the doubling of it in
retrospectioninto a state of mind and a realityintendedthereby,is
just one of the acts. The 'state of mind,' firsttreatedexplicitlyas
such in retrospection,will stand correctedor confirmed,and the
experiencein its turn will get a similartreatment;but
retrospective
the immediateexperiencein its passing is always 'truth,'1lpractical
truth,somethingto act on, at its own movement. If the world were
then and thereto go out like a candle, it would remain truthabsolute and objective,for it would be 'the last word,' would have no
critic,and no one would ever oppose the thoughtin it to the reality
intended.12

I think I may now claim to have made my thesis clear. Consciousnessconnotesa kind of externalrelation,and does not denote
a special stuffor way of being. The peculiarityof our experiences,
thattheynot onlyare, but are known,whichtheir'conscious' quality
is invoked to explain, is betterexplained by their relations-these
relationsthemselvesbeing experiences-to one another.
IV
Were I now to go on to treat of the knowingof perceptual by
conceptual experiences,it would again prove to be an affairof externalrelations. One experiencewould be the knower,the otherthe
realityknown; and I could perfectlywell define,withoutthe notion
of 'consciousness,' what the knowing actually and practically
amountsto-leading-towards,namely,and terminating-in
percepts,
the
world
which
of
a
series
transitional
supplies.
through
experiences
But I will not treat of this,space being insufficient.l3I will rather
considera fewobjectionsthat are sure to be urged against the entire
theoryas it stands.
1Note the ambiguity of this term, which is taken sometimes objectively
and sometimes subjectively.
" In the
Psychological Review for July of this year, Dr. R. B. Perry has
published a view of Consciousness which comes nearer to mine than any other
with which I am acquainted. As present, Dr. Perry thinks, every field of
It becomes 'opinion' or 'thought' only in
experience is so much 'fact.'
retrospection,when a fresh experience, thinking the same object, alters and
corrects it. But the corrective experience becomes itself in turn corrected,
and thus experience as a whole is a process in which what is objective originally forever turns subjective, turns into our apprehension of the object.
I stronglyrecommendDr. Perry's admirable article to my readers.
13I have given a partial account of the matter in Mind, Vol. X., p. 27,
1885, and in the Philosophical Review, Vol. II., p. 105, 1895. See also C. A.
Strong's article in the JOURNALOF PIIILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGYAND SCIENTIFIC
METHODS, Vol. I., p. 253, May 12, 1904. I hope myselfvery soon to recur to the
matter in this JOURNAL.
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V
First of all, thiswill be asked: "If experiencehas not 'conscious'
existence,if it be not partly made of 'consciousness,'of what then
is it made? Matterwe know,and thoughtwe know,and conscious
contentwe know,but neutral and simple 'pure experience'is somethingwe knownot at all. Say what it consistsof-for it must consist of something-or be willing to give it up!"
To this challengethe reply is easy. Althoughfor fluency'ssake
I myselfspoke early in this article of a stuffof pure experience,I
have now to say that there is no general stuffof which experience
at large is made. There are as many stuffsas there are 'natures'
in the things experienced. If you ask what any one bit of pure
experienceis made of, the answer is always the same: "It is made
of that, of just what appears, of space, of intensity,of flatness,
brownness,heaviness,or what not. ShadworthHodgson's analysis
here leaves nothingto be desired. Experience is only a collective
name for all these sensible natures, and save for time and space
(and, if you like, for 'being') there appears no universal element
of which all thingsare made.
VI
The next objection is more formidable,in fact it sounds quite
crushingwhen one hears it first.
"If it be the self-samepiece of pure experience,taken twice over,
that serves now as thoughtand now as thing"-so the objection
runs-''how comes it that its attributesshould differso fundamentallyin the two takings. As thing,the experienceis extended;
as thought,it occupies no space or place. As thing,it is red, hard,
heavy; but who ever heard of a red, hard or heavy thought? Yet
even now you said that an experienceis made of just what appears,
and what appears is just such adjectives. How can the one experibe made of them,consist of them,carry
ence in its thing-function
it disowns
them as its own attributes,while in its thought-function
them and attributesthem elsewhere. There is a self-contradiction
here from which the radical dualism of thoughtand thing is the
only truth that can save us. Only if the thoughtis one kind of
being can the adjectivesexistin it 'intentionally'(to use the scholastic term); only if the thingis anotherkind,can theyexist in it constitutivelyand energetically. No simple subject can take the same
adjectives and at one timebe qualifiedby it, and at anothertimebe
merely'of' it, as of somethingonly meant or known."
The solution insisted on by this objector,like many other common-sensesolutions,grows the less satisfactorythe more one turns
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it in one's mind. To begin with, are thoughtand thing as heterogenous as is commonlysaid?
No one denies that theyhave some categoriesin common. Their
relations to time are identical. Both, moreover,may have parts
(for psychologistsin general treat thoughtsas having them); and
both may be complex or simple. Both are of kinds, can be compared, added and subtractedand arranged in serial orders. All
sorts of adjectives qualify our thoughtswhich appear incompatible
withconsciousness,being as such a bare diaphaneity. For instance,
theyare natural and easy, or laborious. They are beautiful,happy,
intense,interesting,wise, idiotic,focal, marginal,insipid, confused,
vague, precise,rational,casual, general,particular,and many things
besides. Moreover,the chapterson 'Perception' in the Psychologybooks are full of facts that make for the essential homogeneityof
thoughtwith thing. How, if 'subject' and 'object' were separated
'by the whole diameterof being,' and had no attributesin common,
could it be so hard to tell, in a presentedand recognizedmaterial
object, what part comes in throughthe sense-organsand what part
comes 'out of one's own head'? Sensationsand apperceptiveideas
fuse here so intimatelythat you can no more tell where one begins
and the other ends, than you can tell, in those cunning circular
panoramas that have lately been exhibited,where the real foreground and the painted canvas join together.14.
Descartes for the firsttime definedthoughtas the absolutelyunextended,and later philosophershave accepted the descriptionas
correct. But what possible meaning has it to say that, when we
think of a foot-ruleor a square yard, extensionis not attributable
to our thought? Of every extended object the adequate mental
picturemusthave all the extensionof the object itself. The difference betweenobjectiveand subjectiveextensionis one of relationto
a contextsolely. In the mindthe various extentsmaintainno necessarily stubbornorder relativelyto each other,while in the physical
world theybound each otherstably,and, added together,make the
great envelopingUnit whichwe believe in and call real Space. As
'outer,' theycarrythemselvesadversely,so to speak, to one another,
exclude one anotherand maintaintheir distances; while, as 'inner,'
their order is loose, and they forma durcheinanderin which unity
is lost.15 But to argue fromthis that inner experienceis absolutely
"Spencer's proof of his 'Transfigured Realism' (his doctrine that there
is an absolutely non-mental reality) comes to mind as a splendid instance
of the impossibility of establishing radical heterogeneity between thought
and thing. All his painfully accumulated points of differencerun gradually
into their opposites, and are full of exceptions.
15I speak here of the complete inner life in which the mind plays freely
with its materials. Of course the mind's free play is restricted when it
seeks to copy real things in real space.
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inextensiveseemsto me littleshortof absurd. The twoworldsdiffer,
not by the presenceor absence of extension,but by the relationsof
the extensionswhichin both worldsexist.
Does not this case of extensionnow put us on the track of truth
in the case of otherqualities? It does; and I am surprisedthat the
facts should not have been noticedlong ago. Why, for example,do
we call a firehot, and water,wet, and yet refuse to say that our
mental state, when it is 'of' these objects, is either wet or hot?
'Intentionally,' at any rate, and when the mental state is a vivid
image,hotnessand wetnessare in it just as much as theyare in the
physical experience. The reason is this,that, as the general chaos
of all our experiencesgets sifted,we findthat there are some fires
that will always burn sticks and always warm our bodies, and that
thereare some watersthat will always put out fires;while thereare
otherfiresand watersthat will not act at all. The generalgroup of
experiencesthat act, that do not only possess theirnatures intrinsically, but wear them adjectively and energetically,turning them
against one another,comesinevitablyto be contrastedwiththe group
whosemembers,having identicallythe same natures,fail to manifest
themin the 'energetic' way. I make for myselfnow an experience
of blazing fire; I place it near my body; but it does not warm me
in the least. I lay a stick upon it, and the stick either burns or
remainsgreen,as I please. I call up water,and pour it on the fire,
and absolutelyno differenceensues. I account for all such facts
by calling this whole train of experiencesunreal, a mental train.
Mental fire is what won't burn real sticks; mental water is what
won't necessarily(though of course it may) put out even a mental
fire. Mental knives may be sharp, but they won't cut real wood.
Mental trianglesare pointed,but theirpoints won't wound. With
'real' objects,on the contrary,consequencesalways accrue; and thus
the real experiencesget siftedfromthe mentalones,the thingsfrom
our thoughtsof them, fanciful or true, and precipitatedtogether
under the name of
as the stable part of the whole experience-chaos,
the physical world. Of this our perceptual experiences are the
nucleus,theybeing the originallystrongexperiences. We add a lot
of conceptual experiences to them, making these strong also in
imagination,and buildingout the remoterparts of the physicalworld
by theirmeans; and around this core of realitythe world of laxly
connectedfancies and mererhapsodicalobjects floatslike a bank of
clouds. In the clouds, all sorts of rules are violated which in the
core are kept. Extensionstherecan be indefinitely
located; motion
thereobeysno Newton's laws.
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There is a peculiar class of experiencesto which,whetherwe take
them as subjective or as objective,we assign their several natures
as attributes,because in both contextsthey affecttheir associates
actively,thoughin neitherquite as 'strongly'or as sharplyas things
affectone anotherby theirphysicalenergies. I referhere to appreciations,which forman ambiguoussphere of being, belongingwith
emotionon the one hand, and having objective'value' on the other,
yet seemingnot quite inner nor quite outer,as if a diremptionhad
begun but had not made itselfcomplete.
Experiences of painful objects, for example, are usually also
painful experiences; perceptionsof loveliness,of ugliness,tend to
pass musteras lovelyor as uglyperceptions;intuitionsof the morally
lofty are lofty intuitions. Sometimesthe adjective wanders as if
uncertainwhere to fix itself. Shall we speak of seductivevisions
or of visions of seductivethings? Of wicked desires or of desires
for wickedness? Of healthy thoughtsor of thoughtsof healthy
objects? Of good impulses,or of impulsestowardsthe good? Of
feelingsof anger, or of angry feelings? Both in the mind and in
the thing,these natures modifytheir context,exclude certain associates and determineothers,have their mates and incompatibles.
Yet not as stubbornlyas in the case of physical qualities,for beauty
and ugliness,love and hatred,pleasant and painful can, in certain
complex experiences,coexist.
If one were to make an evolutionaryconstructionof how a lot
of originally chaotic pure experiencesbecame gradually differentiatedinto an orderlyinnerand outer,world,the wholetheorywould
turn upon one's success in explaininghow or why the quality of an
experience,once active, could become less so, and, from being an
energeticattributein some cases, elsewherelapse into the status of
an inertor merelyinternal'nature.' This would be the 'evolution'
of thepsychicalfromthe bosomof the physical,in whichthe esthetic,
moral and otherwiseemotionalexperienceswould representa halfway stage.
VIII
But a last cry of non possumuswill probablygo up frommany
readers. "All very prettyas a piece of ingenuity,"they will say,
"but our consciousnessitselfintuitivelycontradictsyou. We, for
our part, knowthat we are conscious. We feel our thought,flowing
as a life withinus, in absolute contrastwith the objects which it so
unremittinglyescorts. We can not be faithlessto this immediate
intuition. The dualism is a fundamentaldatum: Let no man join
what God has put asunder."
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My reply to this is my last word, and I greatlygrieve that to
many it will sound materialistic. I can not help that,however,for
I, too, have my intuitionsand I must obey them. Let the case be
what it may in others,I am as confidentas I am of anythingthat,
in myself,the stream of thinking(which I recognizeemphatically
as a phenomenon)is only a carelessname forwhat,whenscrutinized,
reveals itselfto consistchieflyof the streamof my breathing. The
'I think' whichKant said mustbe able to accompanyall my objects,
is the 'I breathe' which actually does accompanythem. There are
otherinternalfactsbesidesbreathing(intracephalicmuscularadjustments,etc., of which I have said a word in my larger Psychology),
and these increase the assets of 'consciousness,'so far as the latter.
is subject to immediateperception;but breath,which was ever the
originalof 'spirit,' breathmovingoutwards,betweenthe glottisand
the nostrils,is, I am persuaded,the essenceout of whichphilosophers
have constructedthe entityknownto them as consciousness. That
entityis fictitious,while thoughtsin the concrete are fully real.
But thoughtsin theconcreteare made of the same stuffas thingsare.
I wish I mightbelievemyselfto have made that plausible in this
article. In anotherarticleI shall try to make the generalnotionof
a world composedof pure experiencesstill more clear.
WILLIAM JAMES.
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HE reporterof the last meetingof the Western Philosophical
Association remarks, in this JOURNALof May 12, among the

tendenciesof opinion displayed at the meeting,'a reaction against
the analytical psychologyin favor of the functionaland genetic.'
Withoutraisingthe topic of 'functionalpsychology,'or the question
as to how any psychologycan be otherthan analytical,one may,not
unprofitably,meditate a little upon the exact meaning of genetic
psychology. 'The study of mental development,'an easy definition, is, after all, not too definite;it covers not only a variety of
particular problems,but certain fundamentaldifferencesin point
of view which demand radical differencesof method. The distinction between ontogeneticand phylogeneticdevelopmentis one of
these; but not the most thoroughgoing. Another division of the
problem is even more significant:are we to study the process of
or to trace its actual progress
mental developmentin cross-section,
fromone stage to the next?
If we consider these alternativepossibilitieswith referenceto
the otherdistinction,that betweenrace and individual development,

